Attorneys at Wilson Elser have contributed to two chapters of the New York State Bar Association's (NYSBA) two-volume 2006 treatise on Insurance Law and Practice.

**Harold J. Moskowitz** (Partner-NY), **Perry I. Kreidman** (Partner-NY), **Carl J. Pernicone** (Partner-NY), **Robert L. Joyce** (Partner-White Plains and NY), **Judith Zuckerman Frantz** (Of Counsel-White Plains), and **Sarah J. Edwards** (Associate-NY) co-authored the chapter entitled "General Liability Coverage for Bodily Injury and Property Damage."

**Thomas M. Gambardella** (Partner-White Plains and NY), **Fred N. Knopf** (Partner-White Plains and NY), **Daniel J. McMahon** (Partner-Chicago), and **Jason M. Kuzniar** (Associate-Chicago) co-authored the chapter entitled “Disability Insurance.”

The NYSBA is the oldest and largest voluntary state bar organization in the nation. It has a membership in excess of 70,000 lawyers from throughout the state.